
factory to dealer direct

    

Retail, hotels, restaurants, media, casinos, conventions, 
concerts, schools, universities.

All N2W products undergo rigorous mechanical 
and environmental testing to ensure optimum 
performance and reliability.

Features Markets

N2W Snaplock system, is the solution for work environments where there are a large number of users, with a 
limited number of radios. The key ingredient is the interchangeable earpiece. The connected cable with PTT stays 
with the radio, while the earpiece is swapped out at shift change, providing a hygenic solution to employee usage. 
High quality speech tuned microphone provides crystal clear communication. 

Snaplock System - Earpieces

- Industry leading 30lb pull strength at both ends of the PTT
- PU cable for flexibility in various temperature         
 environments
- Molded stress relief at connector
-   Optional earpieces (sold seperately)
- Connectors available for most radio models
- 36 Month Rapid Replacement Warranty

- Torpedo PTT
-  Discreet lapel 
   microphone
-  With male Snaplock                             
    connector 

Snaplock       
3 Wire       
SL3W

Snaplock                         
2 Wire        
SL2W

- Palm PTT with    
 microphone 
 -  With male Snaplock  
    connector

SL1W

Snaplock       
1 Wire 
Version A

- A straight through 
   in-line PTT with     
   microphone
-  With male Snaplock  
   connector

- Wiring from bottom of 
   PTT microphone
-  With male Snaplock                             
    connector   

Snaplock        
1 Wire  
Version B
SL1WB

Inset shows high-
quality Snaplock 
connectors       

A unique solution for all  work environments. Our designed quality and durability are what set us apart from other 
interchangeable earpiece systems on the market. The connected cable with PTT stays with the radio, while the 
earpiece is swapped out at shift change, providing a hygenic solution to employee usage. High quality microphone 
provides crystal clear communication. Choose from our growing list of earpiece options. 
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Snaplock  
D-Ring

Snaplock 
Adjustable 
D-Ring

Snaplock 
Earbud

Snaplock 
Earpiece

SL-EHSL-EB

SL-DRASL-DR

 Adjustable D-shell           

            Adjustable wire

Snaplock   
Swivel

Snaplock 
Acoustic Tube

SL-ATSL-SWVL

            Swivel

Snaplock System - Earpieces

Our line of Snaplock earpieces are manufactured with high-end components and materials. Each earpiece is 
quality tested to ensure the most comfortable fit and top-notch performance. High quality microphone provides 
crystal clear communication. Choose from our growing list of earpiece options to find the one that best suits each 
customers’ individual fit requirements. 


